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Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS) are increasingly
being used to enhance the efficiency and reliability of power system networks. FACTS
devices can influence the performance of existing protective system components
(specifically distance relays) due to the fact that FACTS change power system quantities
such as line impedances, voltages, and currents. Distance relay may mal-operate when
FACTS devices are connected since they cause some of the tripping characteristics to
change. This thesis investigates the impact on distance relay performance due to
compensations using two types of FACTS controllers: Static Synchronous Compensator
(STATCOM) and Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC). Analytical study on
the effects of STATCOM and SSSC on distance relay performance is conducted. A
detailed modeling and simulation of digital distance relay with three zones mho
characteristics are also presented along with a verification of the proposed models under
a variety of fault types and fault locations. Results from the analytical comparative study
are confirmed by the simulation results and both corroborate the fact that we need to
address distance relay performance under the different modes of operation of STATCOM
and SSSC and that a redesign is essential to better face problems such as in over/under
reaching.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Generating, transmitting, and distributing electrical energy to consumers are achieved
through the power grid. The power grid is clearly a very large network with a huge
numbers of equipment and transmission lines. A fault, occurrence of any abnormal
condition, is still the main threat facing the grid infrastructure. Any fault can impact a
much larger area regardless of the small locality of the fault itself.
A fault is technically defined as any abnormal change in one of the power system
quantities such as current, voltage, or frequency [1]. The transmission lines are the ones
with highest probability for a fault to occur and thus researchers’ attention has been
focused on them. Transmission lines can be underground cables or overhead cables and
they have their own advantages and disadvantages. A fault not only impacts transmission
lines but also other parts of the power grid such as generators, transformers, and of course
loads [2]. Therefore, appropriate protective relays and circuit breakers are employed to
provide as much protection as possible for each section of the power system. Protective
Relays are devices trip circuit breaker when fault is detected. The inputs for these devices
could be voltage, current, temperature, and frequency and protective relays make
comparison with setting point to send tripping signal as the output. The fault is
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unavoidable problem in power system network and the customers demand higher levels
of reliability, it is essential to it increase the functionality of relays by protecting them.
Recently, researchers aimed to enhance transmission line capability and reliability by
interconnecting power electronic control devices to transmission systems. These
electronic devices or FACTS (Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System)
support the transmission system with capacity enhancement, better power flow control,
and increased voltage stability and control. Employing FACTS controllers to
transmission and networks systems helps to push the capacity of transmission line close
to the thermal limit and aids in reducing the economic and environmental problems from
installing new transmission line. Consequently, we have to face emerging problems that
may be created by such employments since these devices will directly impact power
system quantities, and it can cause mal-operation for pre-existing protective relays
installed within the system prior to FACTS deployment [3]. Therefore, it is important to
investigate the performance of existing protective relay on FACTS-compensated
transmission lines.
1.1

Faults in Transmission Lines
A transmission line fault occurs when the insulation between phases or between

phases and ground fails. In this section, I will present a review on faults including
common factors causing a fault in section 1.1.1 and fault effects in section 1.1.2.
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1.1.1

Causes of Fault in Electrical Power System
Several reasons and events in our daily lives can cause a fault to occur. However,
the most common factors are well recognized and are usually classified into two
classes based on the causing factors, natural factor and human factors.

A. Natural factors
1. Lighting storm: lighting storm supply high voltage into transmission line and
this leads to break down the insulation between phases or phases and ground.
2. High speed wind: the high speed wind move the phases and it leads to reduce
the distances between phases or between phases and towers. In this case the
fault happens even though there is not contact between them because of the
variation in voltage especially at low voltage transmission line.
3. Fire: this factor has direct effect on insulation because it burns the insulation
and leads to a fault.
4. Ice or snow: Gathering ice or snow on transmission lines leads to change the
conductivity for conductors of transmission line.
5. Earthquakes, falling tree, flying objects are a natural factors that can cause
faults in electrical power transmission system and network.
B. Human factors
1. Faulty power or utility pole or tower because of human impact such as in car
accidents or physical contact by human.
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2. Human error in installing and maintenance work such as inaccurate settings,
and faulty connection.
1.1.2

Fault Effects
A- Commercial problems: Fault in electrical power system may cause thermal
damage to equipment for both consumers and electrical utilities [4].
B- Continuity of supply: in some power system networks especially the network
which has one power source, a fault can cause discontinuity in delivery of
electrical energy to consumers.
C- Voltage variation: a good quality in power system depends on the range of
voltage supply and it has to be between 114 V and 126 V for consumers that
used 120 V, while fault is the main reason to variety in voltage [5].
D- Safety problem: The human life is the most important consideration for
designing electrical system. Electrical system should be isolated to avoid
killing or injuring people from explosion, fire, arcing, or shock [4].

1.2
1.2.1

Types of Faults
Symmetrical Fault

This type of fault occurs when three phases of transmission line are shorted. The
fault current in this type can be calculated from single-phase impedance because the
system still balanced as shown in figure 1.1 [6]. The magnitude of fault current is the
same for all three phases but with phase shift 120o [7]. (Assuming zero fault impedance)
4

Figure 1.1: Network with fault at point F.
ꞌꞌ are voltage sources

ꞌ

ꞌAND ꞌꞌ are Network impedance
voltage at F befor Fault occurs

̅ current at F befor Fault occurs
ꞌ

!

1.2.2

ꞌ
" ꞌ#

ꞌꞌ

(1.1)

ꞌꞌ

ꞌꞌ$

(1.2)

ꞌ ꞌꞌ

Symmetrical Component

There are many types of unsymmetrical system in electrical power system
network. The best way to deal with unsymmetrical system is using symmetrical
component. The unbalanced voltages and currents in power system can replace them by
three separate balanced Symmetrical Components. These vectors sets are described as the
positive, negative and zero sequence.
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1- Positive-sequence components are represented as three phasors having same
magnitude with ± 120o phase angles and sequence abc, as shown in Figure 1.2 (a).
2- Negative-sequence components are represented as three phasors having same
magnitude with ± 120o phase angles and sequence acb, as shown in Figure 1.2 (b).
3- Zero-sequence components are represented as three phasors having same
magnitude with zero phase angels, as shown in Figure 1.2 (c).

Figure 1.2: (a) Positive-Sequence Components, (b) Negative-Sequence Components, and
(C) Zero-Sequence Components

The equations between phase and sequence voltages are given below:
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We can also write these equations in a matrix format as
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Figure 1.3: Resolution of a system of unbalanced vectors [7].
We can applied equations (1.9) and (1.10) for currents
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Figure 1.4: Sequence networks: (a) positive-sequence; (a) positive-sequence; (a) positivesequence (only positive sequence has voltage source) [7].

From figure 1.4 we can write:
%&
%)
%(

1.2.3

0
0

%

& %&

(1.14)
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(1.15)

( %(

(1.16)

Unsymmetrical Fault in Transmission Line

Before fault happens in power system, it is considered as balanced system. The
types of fault that may occur in transmission line, in order of frequency of occurrence:
single line-to-ground, line-to-line, double line-to-ground, and balanced three-phase fault.
The designer put fault impedance on the path of fault current to reduce affecting of fault
current on equipment. If there is not impedance, the fault or short circuit will be called a
bolted fault. These types are called shunt fault because they occur between two points
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(phase and phase or phase and ground). There are other types of fault called series fault
such as one-conductor-open, and two-conductors-open [2].

Figure 1.5: Faults probability of occurrence in power transmission systems [5].
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1.2.3.1 Single line-to-ground Fault
Figure 1.6 shows three-phase generator with a Single line-to-ground Fault at
phase a through fault impedance.

Figure 1.6: Single line-to-ground fault on phase a [7].
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We can represent equations (1.18) and (1.22) as a sequence series equivalent circuit as
shown in figure (1.7).
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Figure 1.7: Sequence network connection for line to ground [7].

1.2.3.2 Line-to-Line Fault
Figure 1.8 shows three-phase generator with a line to tine fault between phases b
and c through fault impedance.

%
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Figure 1.8: Line to line fault between phase b and c [7].
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The fault current is
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Equations (1.27) and (1.33) can be represented in an equivalent circuit as shown in figure
(1.9).

Figure 1.9: Sequence network connection for line to line [7].

1.2.3.3 Double Line-to-Ground Fault
Figure 1.10 shows three-phase generator with a line to tine fault between phases b
and c through fault impedance to ground.
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Figure 1.10: Double line-to-ground fault bcg [7].
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Substituting for the symmetrical component of currents in (1.35), we get
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Equations (1.42) and (1.44) can be represented in an equivalent circuit as shown in figure
(1.11).
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Figure 1.11: Sequence network connection for double line to ground bcg [7].

1.3

Protective Relay

The main objective of protective relay is to detect any abnormal change in power
system quantities such as voltage and current values and bring it back into operative
conditions when possible. When Relay detects the Fault in protective zone, the relay
sends signal to circuit breaker to clear and isolate the faulty section. The relays depend on
current and voltage and relays cannot afford the high voltage and current, so we have to
use current transformer (CT) and voltage transformer (VT) to reduce the magnitude of
faulty current and voltage values to avoid damaging the relays. Currently available relays
are small in size and high in accuracy and classified in four types. These are:
1- Electromechanical relays.
The earliest relay invented which use electrical and mechanical devices or a
combination of both to switch the breaker. When the relay detects the fault, it
18

forces mechanical contact using magnetic field to open circuit breaker.
Galvanic isolation between inputs and outputs is a main advantage of this
relay. There are different types of this relay such as attracted armature,
moving coil, induction, thermal, motor operated, and mechanical [6].

2- Static relays
When the first static relay was designed in 1960, it was based on electronic
devices to perform the relay characteristic instead of coils and magnetic field.
The first version it was made by discreet devices such as transistors and
diodes with resistors, capacitors and inductors. The advantages of this relay
are: smaller size, more accurate, and is easier to change the characteristics of
the relay [6].
3- Digital relays
Digital relay is an advanced relay that uses analog to digital conversion of
all measured quantities. Also, it uses microprocessor to implement the
protection algorithm. This process uses counting technique or Discrete Fourier
Transforms (DFT) to implement the algorithm. The digital relay has hardware
and software components. In addition, it can be used as a part with another
type of relays by simply downloading the software to the RAM or EEPROM.
It has the ability to function offline for testing purposes. Typically, the
quantities used to detect faults are current, voltage, impedance, and phase of
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the protected transmission line. The disadvantage of this relay is it takes a
longer time to process when compared with static relays [6].

4- Numerical relays
Numerical relays are the advanced version of digital relay. They use one or
more digital signal processors (DSP) optimized for real time signal
processing, running the mathematical algorithms for the protection functions.
This relay is made as lower cost and size of microprocessors, memory and I/O
circuitry leads to a single item of hardware for a range of functions. Also, the
process in this relay faster than digital relay because the Discreet Signal
Processing can run in parallel [6].
1.4

Protection of Transmission Line
Transmission lines operate at voltage levels from 69 kV to 765 kV. The level of

voltage in transmission line is one of the most important factors considered in selecting
the protective approaches to be used. Overcurrent protection of distribution radial
feeders, distance protection of transmission lines, and differential protection of
transmission lines are the most protective relay types in transmission lines [8].
1.4.1

Overcurrent Protection of Distribution Feeders
Protection of distribution feeder in transmission line depends on the principle

operation of overcurrent relay. The magnitude of fault current varies according to the
fault position. The fault currents are the highest when fault occurs close to the source, and
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its value will decay when the distance between fault location and the source increases.
The principle operation of overcurrent relay depends on the magnitudes of fault currents
[8]. The following are the data required for a relay setting [6]:
1- A one-line diagram of the power system includes the type and rating of the
protection devices.
2- The impedances in ohms, per cent or per unit, of all power transformers,
rotating machine and feeder circuits
3- The maximum and minimum values of short circuit values of the fault
currents.
4- The maximum load current through protection devices.
5- The starting current and their times of induction motors.
6- The transformer inrush, thermal withstands and damage characteristics.
7- Decrement curves showing the rate of decay of the fault current supplied by
the generators
8- Performance curves of the current transformers.
1.4.2

Distance Protection of Transmission Line
A distance relay is able to detect a fault in transmission line depends on the

impedance of transmission line which is a function of length of transmission line or
power system cable. The reach point in distance relay comes from the resistance and
capacitance per Kilometer which is known for specification of each conductor in
transmission line. The change in determine impedance because the fact that current will
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increase and voltage decrease when fault occurs. Therefore, the impedance will decrease
according to ohm’s law (Z= V/I), and when distance relay compare this value with perset value, it will be able to detect the fault and its location. The distance relay can only
detect fault for area between the reach points and relay location, so it’s necessary to select
the right reach point for distance relay on length transmission line [9]. Distance relay will
discuss with more details in chapter 4.

Figure 1.12: Basic distance protection scheme [10].

In the fig.1.12, the distance relay takes the voltage and current from voltage
transform (VT) and current transform (CT). Then, calculate the apparent impedance, and
compare this value with setting value (reach point) to detect fault in transmission line
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1.4.3

Directional Relay for High-Voltage Transmission Line
Unlike the distance relay, the directional relay need to receive information from

both ends, and transfer the information using a communication channel. That because the
effect of current in-feed in transmission line which leads to wrong decision for relay
based on one end information.

Relaying zones used for implementation of a blocking directional relay are shown
in Figure (1.12). Each relay has a forward overreaching (FO) and a backward reverse
(BR) setting. The FO setting is selected so that the relay can sense the faults occurring in
the forward direction, overlooking the region from the relay position toward the adjacent
line terminal and beyond. The BR setting is selected so that the relay can sense the faults
occurring in a backward direction, causing a reversal of power flow. If the relay R1 (At
location A) has sensed the fault at location X1 in zone FO, which is behind the relay R2
(At location B) of the line, then the relay is blocked by relay R2 from operating. On the
other hand, when relay R2 senses a fault at location X1 in a BR zone end, can
communicate to R1 not to trip by sending a blocking signal. If a fault occurs at a location
between the two relays (as in location X2), the blocking signal will not be sent and both
relays will operate simultaneously.
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Figure 1.13: A schematic showing the blocking principle of relaying with fault
directionality discrimination.

1.4.4

Differential Relay of High-Voltage Transmission Line

This type of relay use to protect transmission lines when the high-voltage
transmission lines are not sufficiently protected using the other types. Differential relay
make the decision by comparing the measurements from two ends. It is provide 100%
protection of transmission lines with minimal effect caused by the rest of system. For this
reason, differential relay used to protect high-voltage transmission line that have a
strategic importance or have difficult application such as series compensator or radial
system configuration. It can be classified according to the type of the communication
media and the type of the measurement compared. Metallic wire, leased telephone lines,
microwave radio, and fiber-optic cables are most communication media used in
differential relay. The comparison inside the relay either phase comparison or both ends
directly compared. It may convert the currents into square waves or composite waveform
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converted into binary to use for phase comparison. In case of both ends directly
compared, it samples of each current transmitted to other or convert each current into
sequence current and composite signals from both side. The material which use in
communication channels and comparison methods make the differential relay more
expensive than other type and that is considered as a disadvantage for this relay [8].

1.5

Thesis Statement
The distance relay performance is impacted by interconnecting new devices in the

protected transmission line. It is very important that the distance relays do not maloperate under system fault conditions as this will result in the loss of stability or the
security of the system. This thesis presents a comparative study on the performance of
distance protection relays when integrated within protect compensated transmission lines.
We show two compensation techniques, that is the shunt and series connected Flexible
AC Transmission System (FACTS) Controllers.
1.6

Objective of this Research
1- Analytical study for the effect of series and shunt controller on the performance of
distance relay.
2- Designing a distance relay to detect and classify all types of fault at varying fault
locations and show the ability to determine the fault location.
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3- Draw the impedance trajectory for different fault type and locations with and
without FACTS controllers.
4- Compares the result of the effect of series and shunt controller on the performance
of distance relay.
1.7

Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized in six chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction and
background information on power transmission system protection, on faults in
transmission system, and on protective relays. Chapter 2 covers my results on the
pertinent literature consulted, introduction on the concept and application of FACTS
Controllers, and the principle operation of series (SSSC) and shunt (STATCOM)
controllers. The impact of STATCOM and SSSC on the performance of distance relay is
studied analytically in chapter 3. In Chapter 4, I provide a detailed description of the
distance relay modeling using MATLAB/SIMULINK tools while in Chapter 5
implementation issues and simulation results are presented. Finally, in Chapter 6
concludes the thesis and indicate the possible future work.
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CHAPTER 2

PERTINENT LITERATURE AND BACKGORUND

2.1

Pertinent Literature
In the presence of FACTS devices in the fault loop, the voltage and current values

at distance relay locations will be changed in both steady and transient state and the
impedance seen by distance relay will be affected. Many researchers investigated the
FACTS devices impact on performances of distance relays.
Zhou et al. [11] presented the apparent impedance calculation for single line to
ground fault based on symmetrical components of voltages and currents at relay location.
Their simulation results have shown the impact Static Synchronous Shunt Compensator
(STATCOM) on measured impedance for single line to ground and double line fault with
capacitive and inductive compensation. They found that the apparent impedance will
increase when the STATCOM generates reactive power and decrease if the STATCOM
consumes reactive power, and when the fault location increased, the error in measuring
impedance and the influence ratio of STATCON will increase. Effects of two types of
shunt controller FACTS devices, namely the static synchronous shunt compensator and
static VAR compensator, were reported in Sidhu et al. [12]. In their work, shunt
controllers were presented as shunt reactance to calculate the transmission line
impedance and they used artificial neural network for detecting and classifying the faults.
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SVC and STATCOM can cause under-reach and incorrect phase selection. Also, this
work discussed the over-reach phenomena caused by employing STATCOM in weak
systems only. The results showed the distance relay is not the best relay in a mid-point
STATCOM connected transmission line. In addition, STATCOM caused incorrect phase
selection and increased the operation time of distance relay.
In Zhang et al. [13] , new setting rule of the zones of distance relay to mitigate
STATCOM effects when it’s connected in a mid-point. The suggested setting rules are
based on the simulation results to mitigate the error in impedance measurement. Different
setting rules for under-reach and over-reach are proposed in this work. Impedance relay
based on digital distance relay algorithm using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment is
presented in Alapati and Prasad work [14] and they presented a mathematical model of
STATCOM. The analytical and simulation results showed the impact of STATCOM on
distance relay for single line to ground fault. According to their results, the distance relay
will not operate because the impedance trajectory shown the fault out of protected area.
In Hemasundra et al. [15], detailed modeling of distance relay and STATCOM are
presented using PSCAD/EMTDC. Different fault types and location are simulated with
different operation mode of STATCOM. The simulation results showed the under-reach
and over- reach problems resulted from injected reactive power to the system. The
locations of STATCOM and distance relay have a significant effect on apparent
impedance seen by protective relay.
Kazemi et al. [16] discussed the distance relay mal-operation when applied to
protected transmission line that has static synchronous series compensator (SSSC).
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Mathematical calculations for apparent impedance in presence of SSSC in transmission
line under different fault types are studied. They reported that SSSC injected voltage
caused a variation in the values of measured impedance. The work in [17] has presented
detailed model of SSSC and its control. Analytical study based on voltages and currents
symmetrical components for single phase to ground fault to show the impact of SSSC on
distance relay performance is investigated. The simulation results showed that the error in
apparent resistance increased in capacitive mode more than in inductive mode and the
apparent reactance error increased in inductive mode more than in the capacitive mode.
The apparent resistance and reactance increase in presence SSSC and the impact of SSSC
is smaller for farther A-G faults. New equivalent symmetrical components of a 48-pulse
SSSC and apparent impedance calculations for phase to ground and phase to phase fault
are presented in [18]. The simulation results showed the apparent resistance and
reactance values were increased in both capacitive and inductive compensation mode due
to the effect of coupling transformer leakage impedance.
Khederzadeh et al. [19] presented the impact of VSC-Based multiline FACTS
controller on performances of distance relay. Single phase to ground and phase to phase
fault with multiline FACTS controller are studied analytically. The simulation results
showed the distance relay mal-operate when power flow controlled in the system using
multiple line FACTS controller such as generalized unified power-flow controller
(GUPFC). In the work [20], a comparison between apparent impedance for
uncompensated and compensated line with UPFC based on new pi-model is presented.
Detailed modeling of UPFC during power swing condition and impact of different
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operation mode of a UPFC are investigated. The simulation results showed that the
impedance circle increased in STATCOM operation mode and inductive mode of SSSC
while the impedance circle decreased in capacitive mode of SSSC. Also, the speed of
impedance trajectory movement increase with differ operation mode of UPFC.
It should be noted that most reported work showed the impact of one type of
FACTS devices on distance relay for single phase to ground fault. Also noteworthy is the
fact that employing STATCOM as shunt reactance resulted in a disagreement between
the analytical and simulation results [13]. In fact, this is a possibility since the magnitude
of the compensating reactance should not be equal (or less than) the line reactance to
avoid reaching resonance and over-reach which may be caused by capacitive mode
operation of STATCOM. These situations or operation conditions did not occur in
simulations. In this thesis, a detailed modeling of digital distance relay is presented and
we verified the proposed model under a variety of fault types and fault locations. Impact
of shunt FACTS controller (STATCOM) and series FACTS controller (SSSC) on
performances of distance relay are analytically investigated. In the rest of this chapter, an
introduction and application of the FACTS controllers are presented.

2.2

Background on Flexible AC Transmission System
The FACTS is power electronic based devices used to improve the quality of power

system and increase power transfer in transmission system. FACTS devices have an
ability to control transmission system parameter such as voltage, current, impedance, and
phase angle to maintain the system in the highest level of reliability. FACTS technology
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is a collection of controllers can be applied individually or in coordination with other and
can be classified into four types as follows [3]:
•

Series Controllers: these can be series capacitor or reactor or a power electronic
based variable source. Series Controllers inject voltage in series in phase angle 90
degree with line current. Due to the quadrature angle between the voltage and
current, Series Controllers only generate or absorb reactive power. Examples of
series controllers are Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC), GTO
Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor (GCSC), Thyristor-Switched Series
Capacitor (TSSC), Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC).

•

Shunt Controllers: they may be variable impedance, variable source or
combination of these. They injected current into the system at the connecting
o

point in phase angle 90 with the line voltage. Shunt Controllers only generate or
absorb reactive power due to the injected current in phase quadrature with line
voltage. Examples of Shunt Controllers are Static Synchronous compensator
(STATCOM), Static Synchronous Generator (SSG), Static Var Compensator
(SVC).
•

Combined Series-Series Controllers: these are a combined two or more separate
series controllers, and used in a coordinated manner in a multiline transmission
system. They compensate the reactive power in each line, and also exchange the
real power the power link. These controllers balance the real and reactive power
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in the lines and increase transmission system’s capability. An example of
Combined Series-Series Controllers is Interline Power Flow Controller (IPFC).
•

Combined series-shunt Controllers: this type of controllers could be a
combination of shunt or series controllers. They inject voltage in series in the line
by the series controller part and inject current into the system via the shunt
controller part. When series and shunt controllers connect together via power link,
the real power will exchange between them. An example of Combined SeriesShunt Controllers is the unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC).

Series controllers affect directly on the voltage, current, and power flow, therefore
using series-connected for controlling current/power flow and damping oscillations is
much useful than shunt connected. Shunt controllers is the best FACTS controller for
voltage control and voltage oscillations around the point of connection. The series
controllers can be used for some shunt applications and vice versa. Regulating voltage at
substation bus using shunt controller is more effective while compensating voltage drop
in transmission system by injecting voltage in series is lower cost. In multiline
transmission system, we can connect a separate series controller in each line or connect
as shunt controller at the substation. The series controller connection needs to have
smaller MVA rating than Shunt controller. Also, any type of shunt controllers does not
control the power flow in transmission system. Because of these reasons, companied
shunt and series controller is the best to control all of operational parameters of
transmission system such as line impedance, voltage magnitude and phase [21].
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There are many benefits from using FACTS technology such as:
Increasing existing transmission lines capabilities
Regulating voltage of transmission lines
Improving transient and steady-state stability
Improving damping of power oscillation
Correcting power factor
Eliminating current harmonic
Improving HVDC-link performance [12]- [22].

2.3

Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) is one of the shunt type FACTS

controllers and it can be based on a voltage-sourced or current-sourced converter. The
STATCOM converts the input voltage (Vdc) into three phase output voltages with desired
amplitude, frequency, and phase. In other words, the output voltage of the inverter must
be in synchronous operation with the system voltage under any condition.
The best location of STATCOM is an application dependent. For example, the best
location for STATCOM is at the midpoint of a transmission line connecting two systems
because the voltage sag is the largest at the midpoint while the best location for a radial
feed to a load system would be at the load end. STATCOM generates or absorbs reactive
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power to control power system parameters and maintain them within an acceptable level
[3].
Figure 2.1 shows the STATCOM for a voltage-sourced converter. The STATCOM
will be in capacitive mode, generating reactive power to the ac system, and the current
(Ish) flows from the converter to ac system when the amplitude of output voltage (Vo) is
greater than the ac system voltage (Vac). If the amplitude level of converter output voltage
is less that the ac system voltage, the current will flow from the ac system to the
converter and the STATCOM will be in inductive mode (absorbing reactive power from
the ac system) [23]. A multilevel inverter is appropriate converter to design STATCOM
due to the fact that the output voltage of the inverter must be very close to sinusoidal
waveform [24]. In this work, four 12-pulse three-level Gate turn-off Thyristor (GTO)
inverters are used to convert the dc voltage into mostly sinusoidal three phase output
voltages.
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Vac
Ish
Vo

+

Vdc

-

Figure 2.1 : STATCOM based on voltage-sourced converter

2.4

Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC)
Static Synchronous Series Compensator is the one of series type FACTS controllers

and it can be based on a voltage-sourced or current-sourced converter. SSSC is connected
in series with transmission line through a coupling transformer as shown in figure 2.2.
SSSC convert the input voltage (vdc) to the three phase output voltage lags or leads line
current with 90 degree. The outputs of the convertor are three phase voltages at
fundamental frequency with controllable amplitude and phase angle. SSSC is able to
exchange real power when its dc terminals connected to external dc source or energy
storage [3].
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Line

Vac

+

Vdc

-

Figure 2.2: Static Synchronous Series Compensator based on a voltage-sourced converter

When the injected voltage leads the line current, the SSSC provide series capacitive
compensation of line current. In this case, the line impedance will decrease and the
transmitted power in transmission system will increase. The SSSC provide series
inductive compensation of line current, if the injected voltage lags the line current. In
inductive compensation, the line impedance will increase and the transmitted power in
transmission system will decrease [25].
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CHAPTER 3

APPARENT IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS

3.1

Apparent Impedance calculation at Relay Location
The measured impedance seen by distance relay should be equal to actual

impedance of the transmission line. It is calculated by dividing the voltage and current at
relay location (VR / IR). The voltage and current at relay point will be different for each
type of fault as shown in table 3.1 [26].

Table 3.1: Voltage and Current Signals at Relay Point
Fault type

VR

IR

AG

Van

Ia + KIO

BG

Vbn

Ib + KIO

CG

Vcn

Ic + KIO

AB/ABG

Van – Vbn

Ia – Ib

AC/ACG

Van – Vcn

Ia – Ic

BC/BCG

Vbn – Vcn

Ib – Ic

ABC/ABCG

Van OR Vbn OR Vcn

Ia OR Ib OR Ic

Where:
A, B, C indicates faulty phase, G indicates Ground.
Ia, Ib, Ic indicates current phases.
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Van, Vbn, Vcn indicates voltage phases.
K = (ZO - Z1) / Z1, residual compensation factor.
IO = (Ia + Ib + Ic)/3 : zero-sequence current
ZO , Z1 zero-sequence impedance , positive-sequence impedance respectively.
Note: in three phase fault, the phase voltage and current must be for the same phase. If
VR equal to Van, the IR must be equal to Ia.
We can draw an equivalent circuit for the section between relay and fault location as
shown in figure 3.1.

ZL

IR
VR

Figure 3.1: Equivalent circuit during a fault loop with zero fault resistance

In figure 3.1 we have
VR, IR: voltage and current at Relay location
ZL: The actual impedance of transmission line
From Figure 3.1 will get

Q

=

RS

(3.1)

DS
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3.2

Measured Impedance in STATCOM Compensated Transmission Line
The STATCOM is connected in parallel in transmission line to regulate the

voltage at the connecting point. It is represented as current source due to the fact of it
injecting or consuming current, and it will separate the transmission line into two parts as
shown figure 3.2. This study shows how the STATCOM clearly affect the measured
impedance when it is employed within the fault loop. The error in measuring impedance
due to different locations and different operating modes of STATCOM will be discussed
analytically in this section.

IR
VR

ZL1

ZL2

Ish

Figure 3.2: Transmission line with midpoint STATCOM equivalent circuit during a fault
loop.

In Figure 3.2, we have
Ish: STATCOM shunt current
ZL1 = (1-d) ZL,
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ZL2 = d ZL
d is a coefficient calculated from the ratio of the distance between fault location and
STATCOM location to the distance between fault location and relay location.
By converting the current source to voltage source shown in Figure 3.2, we can measure
the apparent impedance of transmission line as follows:

T

=

=Q&

+

UV

Q(

+

(3.2)

=Q(

Dividing equation (3.2) by IR, will have
RS
DS

=

RNW>
DS

+

DXY =W?
DS

RNW?

+

(3.3)

DS

Substitute VR/IR = Zapp, VZL1/IR = ZL1, VZL2/IR = ZL2 into equation (3.3), the apparent
impedance of transmission line will be

%ZZ

=

Q&

+

Q(

+

DXY
DS

(3.4)

Q(

Also

Q&

+

Q(

=

Q

(the actual impedance of transmission line)

ZL2 = d ZL

%ZZ

=

Q

+

DXY
DS

"[

Q$

(3.5)
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From equation 3.5, the amount of error for measuring impedance (
by two factors: 1) compensation ratio (Cr =

DXY
DS

DXY
DS

"[

Q$

) is affected

) and 2) the distance between the fault

location and STATCOM location.
The compensation ratio is used to identify STATCOM three operation modes:
- Cr > 0, represents STATCOM in capacitive mode and the direction of (

UV

$is

from STATCOM to ac system. The apparent impedance seen by distance relay
will be greater than the actual impedance.
- Cr < 0, represent the STATCOM in inductive mode and the direction of (

UV

$is

from ac system to STATCOM. The apparent impedance seen by distance relay
will be smaller than the actual impedance.
- Cr = 0, represent that there is not exchange reactive power between STATCOM
and ac system. The apparent impedance seen by distance relay will be equal to the
actual impedance.
Figure 3.3 shows the error in impedance measurements due to STATCOM operation
modes When the SATATCOM in capacitive mode (Cr > 0), the impedance is greater than
the actual impedance and the distance relay in under-reach operation mode. The overreach operation mode of distance relay is caused by inductive mode of STATCOM (Cr <
0). Also, it is clear that the apparent impedance is equal to the actual impedance (d =0)
when fault occurs before STATCOM location
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Figure 3.3: The error in impedance measurement for different fault location and different
mode of STATCOM, The STATCOM installed at 100 km.
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3.3

Measured Impedance in SSSC Compensated Transmission Line
The SSSC is one of most important FACTS controllers used to control the power

and current flow in transmission system. In the normal SSSC, the ac output voltage of
inverter leads or lags the line current by 90 degree. The SSSC is a variable voltage source
connected in series with transmission line and like STATCOM, SSSC break the
transmission line in to two parts as shown in figure 3.4.

IR

ZL1

Vinj
ZL2
+

~

VR
Figure 3.4: Equivalent circuit during a fault loop with SSSC.

Where
Vinj: SSSC injected voltage
From figure 3.4, we get

T

=

=Q&

−

\]^

+

(3.6)

=Q(

Dividing equation (3.6) by IR, will have
RS
DS

=

RNW>
DS

−

R_`a
DS

+

RNW?

(3.7)

DS
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Substitute VR/IR = Zapp, VZL1/IR = ZL1, VZL2/IR = ZL2 into equation (3.7), the apparent
impedance of transmission line will be
Also

Q&

+

%ZZ

Q(

=

Substitute

%ZZ

=

=

Q

−

(The actual impedance of transmission line)

Q
R_`a

(3.8)

DS

RS E R_`a

T

=

Q

−R

=W

R_`a

S E R_`a

in equation (3.8), the apparent impedance will be

(3.9)

Q

From equation 3.9, the amount of error for measuring impedance will be ( R

ER_`a

S E R_`a

The compensation ratio (Cr =

ER_`a
RS E R_`a

Q ).

) is used to identify SSSC three operation modes:

- Cr < 0 represents SSSC in capacitive mode and the injected voltage leads the line
current. The apparent impedance seen by distance relay will be smaller than the
actual impedance.
- Cr > 0, represent the SSSC in inductive mode and the injected voltage lags the
line current. The apparent impedance seen by distance relay will be greater than
the actual impedance.
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- Cr = 0, represent that there is not exchange reactive power between SSSC and ac
system. The apparent impedance seen by distance relay will be equal to the actual
impedance.
Figure 3.5 shows the apparent impedance due to SSSC operation modes. When the
SSSC in capacitive mode (Cr < 0), the impedance is smaller than the actual impedance
and the distance relay in over-reach operation mode. The under-reach operation mode of
distance relay is caused by inductive mode of STATCOM (Cr > 0). Also, it is clear that
the apparent impedance is equal to the actual impedance, when fault occurs before SSSC
location.

Figure 3.5: The apparent impedance seen by distance relay for different fault location and
different mode of SSSC, The SSSC installed at 100 km.
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CHAPTER 4

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY: MODELING OF DISTANCE RELAY IN
TRANSMISSION LINE

4.1

Introduction

MATLAB/SIMULINK package is a powerful package offers a good environment
to model and simulate a variety of Digital Protective Relays. MATLAB/SIMULINK
libraries content almost all power system requirements such as three phase sources,
transformers, transmission lines, three phase load. In addition, it includes many other
items which help to implement Digital Relay Protection such as Voltage Transformer
(VT), Current Transformer (CT), voltage and current measurements, and three phase fault
maker. Logical components and signal processing libraries, Analog to Digital converter,
Filters, phasor estimation, which are provided by Simulink toolbox are used to modeling
digital protective relay [3].
Measurements of the voltage and current for each phase (Van, Vbn, Vcn, Ia, Ib, Ic) at
the relay location and computing of impedance according to fault type used enabled us to
models of the distance relay. Comparing the measured impedance with impedance setting
values for each zone allows for a fault or no faults to be declared and provided its zone
information if any. The distance relay model also allows for an activation of a tripping
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signal which is transmitted to the suitable circuit breaker to isolate the faulty zone from
the rest of the system or network. Therefore, I focus on distance relay model using
MATLAB/SIMULINK package in this chapter.
4.2

Modeling Distance Relay Requirement

In the MATLAB/SIMULINK, each subsystem is established separately and they
are connected together to compose the larger power transmission system. This feature
allows us to test each subsystem individually and thus simulations of the larger system
can be more forward. The subsystems we proposed are based on the main functions of a
typical digital distance relay [27]. These are:
1- Fault detection and classification.
2- Apparent impedance measurement.
3- Zone detection.
4- Tripping signal.
4.2.1

Fault Detection and Classification

`

Designing Fault detection and classification is very important in distance relay to

avoid unnecessary tripping of circuit breakers. Appropriate selection for fault types will
minimize errors such as in cases where a tripping of three phase results when only one
phase clearance is required. Also, it is necessary to calculate the apparent impedance
because every types of fault has own impedance algorithm.
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The following steps are used in the design of a subsystem:

1- Measuring the current for each phase at relay location using Three-Phase V-I
Measurement block.

2- Comparing the fault current with pre-fault current for each phase using If and If
Action subsystems. The output of the comparator will be one at the time that the
current exceeds the pre-fault current (reference current).

Figure 4.1: Fault comparator structure

3- Classifying the fault type using logical components based method since the output of
comparator is binary. Table 4.1 shows the possible inputs and desired outputs (fault
type) cases. Then, we can find the type of fault by resolving input data by using
Karnaugh-Maps or other technique [28].
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Table 4.1 : Inputs and Desired Outputs for Fault Detection and Classification Subsystem
Ia
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Ib
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

Ic IG AG BG CG ABG AB BCG BC ACG AC
1 1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0 1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0 1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ABCG
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

ABC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

For example, to find AG fault using Karnaugh-Maps methods, we generate
BC

0

00

01

11

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

A
1

1
SO
Then b = +. d. e
%

" fg " * $$

this means indicator phase A to ground fault result from
" fg" , $$

We can implement this equation using logical components in MATLAB/SIMULINK.
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Figure 4.2: Fault detection and classification block for AG fault using logical components
All other fault types were also implemented and results are summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Fault Classification Based on Digital Components
Types of fault

Digital input signals

AG

Ia AND (NOT Ib) AND (NOT Ic) AND IG

BG

(NOT Ia) AND Ib AND (NOT Ic) AND IG

CG

(NOT Ia) AND (NOT Ib) AND Ic AND IG

AB

Ia AND Ib AND (NOT Ic) AND (NOT IG)

ABG

Ia AND Ib AND (NOT Ic) AND IG

AC

Ia AND (NOT Ib) AND Ic AND (NOT IG)

ACG

Ia AND (NOT Ib) AND Ic AND IG

BC

(NOT Ia) AND Ib AND Ic AND (NOT IG)

BCG

(NOT Ia) AND Ib AND Ic AND IG

ABC

Ia AND Ib AND Ic AND (NOT IG)

ABCG

Ia AND Ib AND Ic AND IG

Figure.4. 4and figure 4.5 show the fault detection and classification subsystem.
The inputs of this subsystem are phase currents and the outputs are the signals which will
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determine which impedance algorithm for the apparent impedance calculation for each
type of possible fault. Table 4.2 presents the methods used with each fault type.

Figure 4.3: Fault detection and classification block (ignored grounding because it is
unnecessary to select impedance algorithm because the fault with or without ground has
same impedance algorithm)
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Figure 4.4: Fault detection and classification block, this figure is also available in
appendix A
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Figure 4.5: Overall fault detection and classification
4.2.2

Apparent Impedance Measurement

Apparent impedance measurement block includes all impedance algorithms to
calculate the apparent impedance by measurement the voltages and currents at relay
location. The output signal from fault detection and classification block select which
impedance algorithm must be used.
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Table 4.3 shows the impedance algorithm for various types of fault.
Table 4.3: Fault Impedance Calculation on Difference Faults
Fault type

Algorithm

AG

Van / (Ia + KIO)

BG

Vbn / (Ib + KIO)

CG

Vcn / (Ic + KIO)

AB/ABG

(Van – Vbn) / (Ia – Ib)

AC/ACG

(Van – Vcn) / (Ia – Ic)

BC/BCG

(Vbn – Vcn) / (Ib – Ic)

ABC/ABCG

(Van / Ia) OR (Vbn / Ib) OR (Vcn / Ic)

Where:
A, B, C indicates faulty phase, G indicates Ground.
Ia, Ib, Ic indicates current phases.
Van, Vbn, Vcn indicates voltage phases.
K = (ZO - Z1) / 3Z1, residual compensation factor.
IO = (Ia + Ib + Ic)/3 : zero-sequence current
ZO , Z1 zero-sequence impedance , positive-sequence impedance respectively
Apparent impedance measurement block receive the voltages and currents in
discrete form from V-I measurement and process these inputs to get the magnitude and
phase angle for each input which are required to calculate the apparent impedance.
The processes in this block are;
1- Extract the input vector into three separate signals using DEMUX block.
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2- Convert the complex input signal into magnitude and phase angle.
3- Use the impedance algorithm.
4- Convert the calculated impedance from magnitude and angle into real
(transmission line resistance) and imaginary (transmission line reactance).
5- Send the outputs to Work Space to use them for drawing the impedance trajectory

Figure 4.6: Apparent impedance model for three-phase fault
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Figure 4.7: Apparent impedance model for DLG (fault between phase A and B)
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Figure 4.8: Apparent impedance model for SLG (at phase A), this figure is also available
in appendix

Figures(4.6), (4. 7), and (4.8) show the apparent impedance measurement
subsystems for three-phase fault, double line fault, and single line to ground fault
respectively. These blocks are built by using Enable Subsystem Block, which works
when it receives an enabling signal. Figure 10 shows the overall apparent impedance
block.
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Figure 4.9: Overall apparent impedance measurement subsystem, this figure is also
available in appendix
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4.2.3

Zone Detection

According the principle operation of distance relay, the transmissions line is
divided into several zones. Practical distance relay has three zones [6], but we can divide
the transmission line into five zones. If distance relay indicate the fault in zone 1,
distance relay will send tripping signal into circuit breaker immediately, while there is a
time delay if the fault in zone 2 or zone 3. Many factors select the number of zones and
the tripping delay such as power system configuration and coordination the distance relay
with other protected relay.
Figure 4.10 shows the zone detection subsystem produced using
MATLAB/SIMULING. This block received the input signal from apparent impedance
measurement block, and the output is the number of zone
Table 4.4: Setting Point of Three Zones Distance Relay
Zones
Zone1
Zone2
Zone3

Setting Point
Cover 80% to 85% of protect line
120% of protect line
220% of protect line
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Figure 4.10: Zone detection subsystem
4.2.4

Tripping Signal
This subsystem received the number of zone from zone detection subsystem and

the operation in this subsystem is delaying tripping signals as shown in figure 4.11.
Table 4.5: The Typical Time Delay for Three Zones Distance Relay
Zones
Zone1
Zone2
Zone3

Time Delay
0ms (instantaneously)
250ms
800ms
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Figure 4.11: Our model for the tripping signal subsystem. The input is the number of
zone to isolate and the output is the tripping signal.

4.3

MHO Characteristics

Mho characteristic is an important to understand the behavior of distance relay,
and it is considered as a final stage of distance relay. This characteristic is drawn by
using M-file MATLAB, and it shows the related between the resistance and the reactance
of transmission line. Every circle in the shape represents the setting impedance for each
zone which has to be calculated first.
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Figure 4.12: Three zones Mho Characteristics, the X-axis is transmission line resistance
in (Ω), R, and the Y-axis is the transmission line reactance in (Ω), X.

4.4

The Complete System Distance Relay Model

Fig 4.13 shows the whole modeling of distance relay block is built by
MATLAB/SIMULING. The inputs of distance relay are phase voltages and
currents, and the outputs are fault types indicators, zone indicator, the values of
transmission line resistance and reactance to use later for drawing impedance
trajectory, and tripping signal.
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Figure 4.13: Distance relay model showing its inputs are the currents and voltages
measured at relay location and outputs are fault types indicators, tripping signals, and
transmission line resistance and reactance
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1

Power System Parameters
As a case study, simulation is modeled on a 500KV single circuit transmission lines,

300 km in length, connected to a source at one end as shown in figure 5.1. This system
simulated with MATLAB/SIMULINK package.

Figure 5.1: Simulation power system in MATLAB/SIMULINK, this figure is also
available in appendix
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1- Three-Phase Source Data
The Three-Phase Source block implements a balanced three-phase voltage source
with internal R-L impedance. The three voltage sources are connected in Y with a
grounded neutral. The source data are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Source Data
Parameter

Data

Phase –to –Phase rms voltage (V)

500 KV

Positive sequence source resistance

0.8929 ohms

Positive sequence inductance

16.58 mH

Base voltage (Vrms ph-ph):

500 KV

Power system frequency

60 Hz

2- Three-Phase Transmission line Data
The Three-Phase PI Section Line block used to implement a balanced three-phase
transmission line. The transmission line data are given
in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Transmission Line Data
Parameter

Data

Positive sequence resistance

0.01273 Ω/km

Zero sequence resistance

0.3864 Ω/km

Positive sequence inductance

0.9337 mH/km

Zero sequence inductance

4.1264 mH/km

3- Three-Phase Load
The Three-Phase Series RLC Load block used to implement a three-phase
balanced load as a series combination of RLC elements. Three-Phase Load is
connected in Y with a grounded neutral. Three-Phase Load data are given in Table
5.3.
Table 5.3: Three-Phase Load Data
Parameter

Data

Nominal phase-to-phase voltage

500 KV

Nominal frequency

60 Hz

Active power P

208 MW

Inductive reactive power QL

156 MW

Capacitive reactive power Qc

0 MW
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4- Distance Relay Zone Settings
The setting zones of distance relay are calculated from the values of the positive
sequence resistance and inductance in transmission line as shown in table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Three Zones Setting Impedance

5.2

Zones

Setting

Values(Ω)

Zone1

85%TL1(85km)

29.9393∠87.9288

Zone2

TL1+20%TL2(120km)

42.2672∠87.9288

Zone3

TL1+TL2+20%TL3(220km)

77.4899∠87.9288

Simulation Results and Discussion
To study the impact of STATCOM and SSSC on performance of distance relay, we

used 48-puls STATCOM and SSSC were designed by MATLAB/SIMULINK
environment and they have many applications like regulate voltage by setting the desired
reference voltage, fix the reactive power, and fix the reactive current [29]. The FACTS
devices installed at 100 km of transmission line as shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation power system with STATCOM, this figure is also available in
appendix

Figure 5.3: Simulation power system with STATCOM, this figure is also available in
appendix
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The following procedure is used for the simulation of the system under study:
1- Run the model without FACTS devices
2- Run the model with STATCOM controller with different operation mode
3- Run the model with SSSC controller with different operation mode
4- Generate the impedance trajectory for 1,2,3
5- Compare and discuss the results in 4
5.2.1

Single line to ground fault

Single line to ground fault is the most common fault in transmission lines. AG, BG,
and CG are simulated using different locations. The impedance trajectory for any single
line to ground fault is the same, therefore, AG fault will be presented as an example in
this thesis.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.4: Impedance trajectory for phase A to ground fault without and with
STATCOM installed at 100 km, (a) STATCOM in capacitive mode, (b) STATCOM in
inductive mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Impedance trajectory for phase A to ground fault without and with SSSC
installed at 100 km, (a) SSSC in capacitive mode, (b) SSSC in inductive mode.

When a fault occurs before FACTS location ( such as a fault at 50 km ), the
apparent impedance seen by distance relay is equal to the actual impedance regardless of
the type and operation mode of FACTS devices as shown in figures (5.4) and (5.5). In
case of a fault at 219 km with capacitive compensation, the fault occurs in zone
3 but the impedance trajectory shows the fault is out of protected area of zone 3(220km)
as shown in figures 5.4 (a). When a Fault is at 222 km with inductive compensation, the
fault occurs out of protected area for zone 3 but the impedance trajectory shows the fault
is in zone 3 as evident from figures 5.4 (b).
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Figure 5.5 shows the impedance trajectory without and with SSSC for both
capacitive and inductive modes. Distance relay will not operate because the apparent
impedance for fault occurs after SSSC location is out the protected area of zone 3. The
impedance seen by distance relay is much larger than actual impedance due to the value
of zero-sequence current as shown in table 5.5.

Table 5.5: The Effective Parameters of Measuring Apparent Impedance During Single
Line to Ground Fault
Without

Fault

With Inductive SSSC

With Capacitive SSSC

IA,m A

IO,m A

VAg V

IA,m A

IO,m A

VAg V

IA,m A

IO,m A

VAg V

50 km

10K

2900

35 K

10k

2900

35 kv

10k

2900

35 k

150 km

4000

1000

38.5K

2740

82

39.3K

3600

86.67

39.7K

219 km

2870

687

39K

2620

80

39.5K

2760

80

39.9K

Location

where
IA,m: Maximum value of phase A current
IO,m : Maximum value of Zero current
VAg: Maximum value of phase A Voltage.
Note that the impedance formula used to calculate the apparent impedance is
Van / (Ia + KIO)
We use Figures 5.6 and 5.7 to present the different measured impedance values as
seen by distance relay with and without STATCOM and the impact SSSC has on distance
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relay for different fault locations respectively. Both figures are for phase A to ground
fault enforced every 10 km for both capacitive and inductive compensation.
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Figure 5.6: Apparent impedance measurement for different fault locations and a variety
of STATCOM operation modes for AG fault.
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Figure 5.7: Apparent impedance measurement for different fault locations and a variety
of SSSC operation modes for AG fault.
Analyzing the results of single line to ground fault, one can deduce the following:
1- The STATCOM and SSSC impact the measuring impedance when they are
located within the fault loop.
2- In STATCOM compensated transmission line, the apparent impedance seen by
distance relay will be greater than the actual impedance (under-reach) in case of
capacitive compensation, and it will be smaller than actual impedance (overreach) in case of inductive compensation.
3- In SSSC compensated transmission line, the apparent impedance seen by distance
relay will be greater than the actual impedance (under-reach) in both capacitive
and inductive compensation.
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4- The fault location has a significant effect on the error value of measuring
impedance in case of STATCOM while it has minimal effect on it in case of
SSSC.
5.2.2

Line to Line and Double Line to Ground fault
In a very similar manner to single line to ground fault, we applied double line

fault before and after FACTS locations to show the impact of these devices on distance
relay performance. AB, ABG, BC, BCG, AC, and ACG fault types are simulated and
results also in similar impedance trajectory.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Impedance trajectory for double line fault without and with STATCOM for
both inductive and capacitive mode, (a) fault applied before (60km) and after (180km)
STATCOM location, (b) Zoomed picture for fault at 180km.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Impedance trajectory for double line fault without and with SSSC for both
inductive and capacitive mode, (a) fault applied before SSSC location at 90km, (b) fault
applied after SSSC location at 160km
The apparent impedance for double line and double line to ground fault is equal to
the actual impedance when fault occurs before FACTS devices as shown in figures 5.8(a)
and 5.9(a). In case of STATCOM compensated transmission line, the apparent impedance
is larger than the actual impedance (under-reach) for capacitive operation mode of
STATCOM. Over-reach can appear when the STATCOM is in inductive mode because
the apparent impedance is smaller than the actual impedance as shown in figure 5.8(b).
Figure 5.9(b) shows the fault occurs after SSSC location and how the measured
impedance affected in series compensated transmission line. The apparent impedance
seen by distance relay is larger than actual impedance and the distance relay will operate
in under-reach condition when the SSSC consume reactive power (inductive mode). In
case of generating reactive power (capacitive mode), the apparent impedance is smaller
the actual impedance and distance relay will operate in over-reach condition.
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The amount of error of measuring impedance due to the effect of FACTS devices
will increase when the distance between fault location and FACTS controller location is
increased as shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11.
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Figure 5.10: Apparent impedance measurement for different fault locations and a variety
of STATCOM operation modes for ABG fault.
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Figure 5.11: Apparent impedance measurement for different fault locations and a variety
of SSSC operation modes for ABG fault.
5.2.3

Three Phase Fault and Three Phase Fault with Ground
The impedance trajectory for three phase fault occurs between the FACTS and

distance relay location are the same regardless the type and operation mode of FACTS
controller as shown in figures 5.12(a) and 5.13(a). The apparent impedance will be larger
than actual impedance in capacitive mode of shunt controller or inductive mode of series
controller as shown in figures 5.12(b) and 5.13(b). The error in measured impedance in
case of series compensated transmission line is much larger than in the case of the shunt
compensated transmission line. When the distances between fault and FACTS locations
are increased, the error in measured impedance will also increase as shown in figures
5.14 and 5.15.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Impedance trajectory without and with different operation mode of
STATCOM, (a) fault applied before STATCOM location at 80km, (b) fault applied after
STATCOM location at 200km

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Impedance trajectory without and with different operation mode of SSSC,
(a) fault applied before SSSC location at 30km, (b) fault applied after SSSC location at
130km
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Figure 5.14: Apparent impedance measurement for different fault locations and a variety
of STATCOM operation modes for ABCG fault.
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Figure 5.15: Apparent impedance measurement for different fault locations and a
variety of SSSC operation modes for ABCG fault.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices have been widely used in
the last two decades to improve power system stability, increase controllability and
flexibility of transmission system, and to increase efficiency of transmitted power in
existing transmission lines. Based on the principle of operation of FACTS controllers, the
power system quantities such as voltages, currents and impedances are affected and
change rapidly when compensated. It is, therefore, important to investigate the impact of
FACTS Controllers on the power system protective system.
In this thesis, shunt (STATCOM) and series (SSSC) controllers’ impact on the
performance of distance relays are studied analytically. Detailed modeling of distance
relay using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment is presented. Different fault types and
locations with different FACTS controllers’ types and operation modes are simulated.
The analytical and simulation results in this thesis yield the following conclusions:

1- The proposed distance relay is tested without connecting FACTS controllers
under different fault types and locations. The simulation results have shown the
ability to detect and classify any fault type and high level of accuracy to
determine fault location.
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2- When the fault occurs between the relay and FACTS location, the apparent
impedance will not change and it will be equal to actual impedance regardless of
the types and operation modes of FACTS controller.
3- In case of single line to ground fault with SSSC compensator, the distance relay
will not operate (under-reach) for both capacitive and inductive operation modes.
The apparent impedance seen by distance relay is much larger than actual
impedance due to the zero sequence component of the injected voltage of a SSSC.
4- In case of STATCOM compensated transmission line, under-reach phenomena of
distance relay caused by capacitive operation mode of STATCOM, and overreach caused by inductive operation mode of STATCOM. There is no significant
difference of the error in measuring impedance for different fault types.
5- In case of DLG fault with SSSC compensator, the apparent reactance decreased
and the apparent impedance increased in capacitive operation mode. In inductive
compensating the apparent reactance increased and the apparent resistance
decreased. The effect of inductive operation mode of a SSSC is more severe
compared to that of capacitive mode which results in more cases of relay maloperation.
6- The apparent impedance is larger than actual impedance for inductive
compensating and is smaller than actual impedance for the capacitive
compensating when SSSC was employed under a three phase fault.
7- In all fault case studies, the error in the measured impedance seen by distance
relay increases as the fault location varies from FACTS location to the end of the
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relay reach line. Moreover, the effect of fault location on the measured impedance
in case of STATCOM is higher than that in SSSC.

In general, the effect of SSSC is more severe than STATCOM on distance relay
performance especially in most common fault type (Single Line to Ground). The typical
distance relay is not the best protective relay for FACTS compensated transmission line.
Concerning recommendation for future work, I would like to suggest the following:
1- The proposed work can be extended by applying similar techniques to the
transmission lines compensated by other FACTS devices such as Interline Power
Flow Controller (IPFC) and Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC).
2- Design a new scheme for distances relays that has the ability to change the
setting rule of the zones according to the effects of FACTS controllers on power
system quantities that is we must design an adaptive relay protective system.
3- Investigate the impact of FACTS controllers in real time to address the effects of
FACTS controller on tripping time delay since the delayed operation of distance
relay can negatively affect system stability. This work could be conducted using
real time simulation software such as NETOMAC (Network Torsion Machine
Control), EMTDC (Electromagnetic Transients including DC), or any other real
time simulation software.
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APPENDIX

System Diagrams

Figure A.1: Fault detection and classification block.
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Figure A.2: Apparent impedance model for SLG (at phase A)
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Figure A.3: Overall apparent impedance measurement subsystem
90

Figure A.4: Simulation power system in MATLAB/SIMULINK
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Figure A.5: Simulation power system with STATCOM
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Figure A.6: Simulation power system with SSSC
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